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1. Introduction.

Let R be a ring with identity and P be a special subring of Mn(R) ([7]),

i.e. P is of the form

P= {A^Mn(R); Aij=0 for (/,j)&p} ,

where p is a (reflexive and transitive)relation on the set {1, 2, ･･･,n), and Mn{R)

is the ring of nXn matrices over R.

In this paper we study the group D?(P) of alli?-derivations of order s([5],

[8]―[11]) of P. We prove (Theorem 5.3) that every element d^Df(P) has a

unique representation of the form d=d(1)*d(2), where da) is an inner derivation

in Df(P) ([8]), and d(Z)is an element of a certain abelian subgroup of Df(P)

whose simple description is given in Section 3 (by * we denote the multiplication

in the group D?(P)). This theorem plays a basic role in our further considera-

tions.

Moreover, in Section 4, we give some necessary and suffiecientconditions for

a ring P to have all ^-derivations (all derivations) of order s of P to be inner.

In Sections 7,8,9 we investigate s'-integrable /^-derivationsof order s (where

s<sf) i.e. such i?-derivations of order s which can be extended to i?-derivations

of order s' (comp. [4]). We show in Example 7.4 that, in general, there are

non-integrable i?-derivationsof P. We prove (Theorem 9.6) that if the homology

group Hi(T) of the simplicial complex F of the relation p (Section 2) is free

abelian, then every usual i?-derivationis 3-integrable, and if, in addition, H2(F)

=0 then every ^-derivation of order s is s'-integrablefor any s<s' (Theorem

8.6).

At the end of this paper, we formulate three open problems.

2. Preliminaries.

Throughout this paper R is a ring with identity, n is a fixed natural number

and p is a reflexive and transitiverelation on the set /,={!, 2,･･･,n).
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We denote by Mn(R) the ring of nXn matrices over R and by Z(R) the

center of R.

Moreover, we use the following conventions:

S=a segment of N= {0, 1, ･■･},thatis, S=N or S= {0, 1, ･■･,k} for some

integer k^O

s=sup(S)^oo,

Aij=ij-coefficientof a matrix A,

Eij=the element of the standard basis of Mn(R),

r=the diagonal matrix whose all coefficientson the diagonal are equal

to r(ER,

Mn(R)p=-the set {A^Mn(R); Atj=0 for (i,j)Gp}.

It is clear, that Mn(R)p is a subring of Mn(R). (Conversely, if a is a re-

flexive relation on In and Mn{R)a is a subring of Mn{R), then a is transitive).

We say that the subring P=Mn(R)p of Mn{R) is special with the relation p.

Let P be an arbitrary ring with identity. A sequence d=(dm)m^s of map-

pings dm:P-*P is called a derivation of order s of P (see [5], [8], [9], [10],

[11]) if the sollowing properties are satisfied:

(1) dm(a+b)=dm(a)+dm(b),

(2) dm(ab)= S dMdjib),
i+j=m

(3) do(a)=a,

for all meS and a, b^P.

The set DS(P) of all derivations of order s of P is a group under the multi-

plication * defined by the formula

(d*d')m= 2 di'd's
i+j=m

wehre d, d'(=Dg{P) and m^S ([9], [10], [4]).

If as? and &eS＼{0} then by [a, k~]we denote the element of Ds(P) de-

fined by

[a, k~＼m{x)-

x , if m―0,

0, if k t m,

drx―ar~1xa, if m=kr>0,

for ineS, xeP ([8]).

If a^WmGsuoi is a sequence of elements of P then by A(a) we denote the

inner derivation of order s of P with respect to a ([8]),i.e.,A(g) is a derivation

of order s of P such that
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A(a)m=([ai, 1]* ･･■*[flm,mj)m

for all meS. The set of inner derivations of order s of P, denoted by IDS(P)>

is a normal subgroup of DS(P) ([8] Corollary 3.3).

Recall that the usual derivation of P is an additive mapping 8: P->P such

that d(ab)=d(a)b+ad(b), for all a, b^P.

The set of usual derivations of P corresponds bijectively to the set Dt(P)r

namely if deDj(P) then rfais an usual derivation of P.

We now assume that P is a special subring of Mn{R) with the relation p.

Observe that we can extend every derivation of order s of R to a derivation

of order s of P.

Indeed, if d&Ds(R) then the sequence d={dm)m^s of mappings dm:P-^P

defined by dm(A)ij=8m(Aij) (for AeP, m^S) is a derivation of order s of P

such that dm(r)=dm(r) for any r^R, raeS.

Look also on a generalization of the above fact.

Example 2.1. Let p be the smallest equivalence relation on /, containing

p, T a fixed set of representatives of equivalence classes of p, and v: In->T the

mapping defined by:

v(p)= t iff ppt.

Moreover, let d=(d(t))t^T be a sequence of elements of DS{R). Consider the

sequence 0(d)=(dm)meS of mappings from P to P defined as follows

d^Ah^dT^iAj)

for all meS, A^P.

It is easy to verify that 0(d) belongs to DS(P).

If a derivation d<BDs{P) satisfiesfollowing equivalent two conditions:

(4) dJfA)=fdm{A) for all meS, r^R, A<=P,

(5) dm(F)=0 for all meS.＼{0}, r^R,

then d is called R-derivation of order s of P, and the set of all such derivations

is denoted by Df(P).

We define similarly an usual R-derivation, an inner R-derivation and the set

IDf(P). It is clear, that D?(P) is a subgroup of DS(P), and (by [8] Corollary

3.3) IDf(P) is a normal subgroup of D?(P). An inner derivation A(A), where

A=(Alm))meS＼io) is a sequence of matrices of P, belongs to IDf(P) iff ,4(m)e

Mn{Z{R)) for any m.
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Lemma 2.2. // rfeDf(F) then dm(Epq)tJ<=Z(R) for any m&S and alli, j, p, q

e/n such that ppq.

Proof. Let re/?. Sin3e rEpq―Epqr=0 then

O^nirEw-EMFhj

= 2 (du(r)dAEp*)-du(Ep*)dJ.r))tJ

^(rdm(Ep*)-dm(Ep*)f)tJ

rdM(.E*%-dm(Ep%r

Usual derivations and usual ^-derivations of P are investigated in [6], [1],

[2], [7]. In this paper (Section 5) we give a description of the group Z)f(P).

Let s<oo, and S' be a segment of N such that S^=S'. We say (comp. [4]]

that an i?-derivation d<^Df{P) is s''-integrable (where s/=sup(S/)^o°) if there

exists an i?-derivation d'(E.D${P) such that drm-=dm for all meS. We will study

such derivations in Sections 7, 8, 9.

Now we will define the graph F of the relation p. Let ~ be the equivalence

relation on In defined by:

x~j> iff xpy and ypx.

Denote by [x] the equivalence class of ig/b with respect to ~, and let I'n be

the set of all equivalence classes. We define a relation p' of partial order on Ir>

as follows:

Mp'ty] iff xpy.

We will denote the pair {I'n,p') by F '(or A/o)) and calie it the graph of p.

Elements of Vn we calle vertices, of .T and pairs (a, b), where ap'b and a^b,

arrows of F.

Let us imbed the set of the vertices of F in an Euclidean space of a suffi-

ciently high dimension so that the vertices will be linearly independent.

If a0, au ･･･, ak are elements of I'n such that aip'aM and aii=ai+1 for /=

0, 1, ･･･, k―l, then by (a0, ax, ･･･, ak) we denote the ^-dimensional simplex witt

vertices a0, ･･･, ak ([3]). The union of all 0, 1, 2 or 3-dimensional such simplicies

we will denote also by F. Therefore, F is a simplicial complex of dimensioi

^3.

Let Ck(F), for k=0, 1, 2, 3, be the free abelian group whose free genereton

are ^-dimensional simplicies of the complex F. We have the following standarc

comDlex of abelian srouos:
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ds d2 di
0 > q(D -> C2(F) ->C^n ->C,(D > 0,

where

Ua, b)=(b)-{a),

dz(a,b, c)=(b, c)-(a, c)+(a, b),

33(a,b, c, d)=(b, c,d)―{a, c, d)+(a, b, d)―{a, b, c).

Then H^F)-Ker djlm d2, H2(F)=Ker d2/lm d3 and (by the Kiinneth formulas)

H＼F, G)=Uom(H1(F), G)

for an arbitrary abelian group G (see [3]).

In the sequel P denotes a special subring of Mn{R) with the relation p.

3. Transitive mappings.

Recall from [7] that a mapping (p:p―>Z(R) is called transitive if <p(p,r)=

<p(p,tf)+^(<7>r) f°r PpQ> QPr- In tm"s paper such mappings will be called usual

transitivemappings from p to R.

Definition 3.1. A sequence f―(fm)mes of mappings fm:p^>Z(R) is called

a transitive mapping of order s from p to R if the following properties are

satisfied:

(a) fo(p,q)―＼ for all />/>#,

(b) fm(p, r)= S /i(/>,tf)//?,r) for all m£S and ppqpr.

We denote by TMs(p, R) the set of transitive mappings of order s from p

to R.

By the above definitionit follows that if f<^TMs{p, R) then

/ifor)-/i(fc9)-/i(<7,r)=O,

i.e./i is an usual transitive mapping from p to R, and

/2(& r)-flp, q)-flq, r)=f,{p, q)fM, r),

UP. r)-fs(p, q)-Uq, r)=MP, q)Mq, r)+Up, q)f1(q,r)

for all ppqpr.

It is easy to prove

Lemma 3.2. (1) fm(p, p)=0, for all />e/B, m^S＼{0}.

(2) // ppq and qpp, and f2{p, q)― ･･･ ―fm(p, ?):―0 for some m'^2, then
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fkip, q)=
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(-l)*/i(/>, <7)*=/i(<7,P)k for k=0, - , m

Example 3.3. If Q^R and <p:p-*Z(R) is an usual transitive mapping then

the sequence (/m)mes' where fm(p, q)=(m＼)~1<p(p,q)m, is a transitivemapping of

order s from p to R.

Example 3.4. Let

1 >2

9 ―
/

3

Put /m(l, 2)=/m(l, 3)= 1 and fm(2, 3)=0 for all meS＼{0}. Then /=(/m)meS

belongs to TA/,(|O,i?).

Example 3.5. Let

p-

1

1

4

3

I

2

If fm, for any weS＼{0}, is an arbitrary mapping from p to Z{R) then (/m)me,s

is a transitive mapping of order s from p to R.

Let /, g^TMs(p, R). Denote by f*g the sequence (hm)m<=s of mappings from

p to Z{R) defined by

i+j=m

for all meS and />jO#.

Then /*^ belongs to TMs(p, R) and itis easy to check that the set TMs(p, R),

under the multiplication *, is an abelian group.

For every f*=TMs(p, R) we willdenote by Af the sequence(A4)mes of map-

pings A4 : P->P definedby the followingformula

Al(A)pq=fm(p, q)Apq,

for allA^P and ppq.

Then we have

Lemma 3.6. The sequence Af is an R-derivation of order s of P.

Proof. Every AL is obviously an i?-additive mapping. Let A, Sef and
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(fiA{(A)Afm-k(B)) =
m n

*=Ot=l
AttA)piAfm.k(B)iq

m n
2 2/*(/>, i)fm-kd,q)AptBiq

k=Oi=l

2 fm(P, g)ApiBiq
i=l

=fm(P, q)(AB)pq

=AUAB)pq.

A^(AB)=±A{(A)Ai.k(B)
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for all higS and A, B^P.

Proposition 3.7. The mapping f^Af is a group monomorphism from

TMsip, R) to D*(P).

Proof. The condition A/*jr=A/*A^ follows from definitionof multiplications.

Suppose now that Ar=A5 for some /, g<=TMs(p, R). Then, for ppq and me5,

we have

fm(P, 9)=A4(£M)Pa=A&(£*%=gm(/>, q),

i.e. f=g.

4. Inner derivations.

Recall from [7] that if / is an usual transitive mapping from p to R then /

is called trivialiff there exists a mapping a:In-^Z{R) such that f(p, q)―a{p)―

a{q) for all ppq. We say that the relation p is regular over R iff every usual

transitive mapping from p to R is trivial.

Combining [8] Theorem 4.2 with results of the paper [7] we obtain the

following two theorems

THEOREM 4.1. Let P be a special subring of Mn{R) with the relation p

The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Every R-derivation of order s of P is inner,

(2) Every usual R-derivation of P is inner,

(3) The relation p is regular over Z(R),

(4) The relation p' is regular over Z(R),
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(5) H＼nP＼ Z(R))=O.

Theorem 4.2.

Denote by w, ws, u

Andrzej Nowicki

Let P be a special subrhig of Mn(R) with the relation p

u' the following sentences:

w = "Every usual derivation of R is inner",

ws~"Every derivation of order s of R is inner",

u="The relation p is regular over Z(R)",

u' = "The relation p' is regular over Z(R)".

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Every derivation of order s of P is inner,

(2) Every usual derivation of P is inner,

(3) w and it,

(4) wg and u,

(5) w and u',

(6) ws and u',

(7) w and H＼r{p), Z(R))=O,

(8) ws and H＼r(o), Z(R))=O.

Example 4.3. If P=Mn(R)p where

a) nfg3, or

b) the graph F(p) is a tree, or

c) the graph F{p) is a conne (i.e.there exists b^In such that bpa or apb

for any ae/J in particular P=Mn(R) or P is the ring of triangular nXn matrices

over R, or

d) the graph F(p) is of the form

then every /^-derivation (or every derivation,if every usual derivation of R is

inner) of order s of P is inner (see [7]).

5. The group Df(P).

In this section we give a description of the group D?(P).
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We start from the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 5.1. Let d^D?(P), weS＼{0}. Assume that dk(Eqq)pq―Q for k~

1, 2, ■■■,m and all p^q. Then

(i) dk(Epp)pp=--0 for k=l, 2, ■･■,m and any p<^In,

and

(ii) dk(Ei3).M=0 for k=l, 2, ･･･ m and all ipi, ton such that (p, q)^(i, j).

Proof, (by induction with respect to m). If m ―l then thislemma follows

from [7] Lemma 3.1. Let m>l and suppose that the conditions (i) and (ii)

hold for any k<m. We show that then

(1) dm{E^)pq=0 for i±p, j*q,

(2) dm(E≫*)pp=0 for any pt=In,

(3) dn(E**)Pj=0 for p*j,

(4) dm(£^)ia=0 for p*i,

(5) dm{Ep%i=Q for q±j.

For example we verify (1) and (2). The proofs of the conditions (3)-(5) are

similar.

(1) Let i^p, j-tq, and ppq, ipj. Then

A (pi}) ―A (pijpjj)

= 2 W*(£")<*i(E"))M

Hence, by induction, we have

dm(Eu)pq=^(dQ(E^prdm(E")rq+dm(Eij)prdo(E")rq)
T

=2(Odm(£iOra+dm0E'VO)=O.

r

(2) Let />e/≫. Then

Uml-^ )ppz~d＼-& E-i )pp

= S E dt(E^)prdj(E^)rp

="£(do(E )prdm(E )rp+dm(Epp)prdo(EP!>)rP)

r

― A (PPP＼ -i-/7 (f?PP)
― ≪m＼-L' Jpp＼ tim＼i^ IVV ■
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Hence dm(Epp)pp=0.

Lemma 5.2. Let d^Df(P). Assume that dm(Eqq)p<l=0for all meS＼{0} and

allppq. Then the sequence/=(/m)mes of mappings from p to R defined by

fmip, q)―dm{Epq)m for ppq is a transitivemapping of order s from p to R.

Proof. Lemma 2.2implies that fm(p,q)<=Z(R)for allppq. Now letppqpr,

m^S. By Lemma 5.1 we have

U(p, r)=dm(Epr)vr=dm(Ep"Enr>r

=( 2 dt(E^)dj(E^))pr

=2 2 dt(E^)ptdj(E<ntr
t i+j=m

i+j=m

S MP,q)fj(q,r),

i+j=m

i

e. f^TMs(p, R).

Now we can prove the following

Theorem 5.3. Let P be a special subring of Mn{R) with the relation p

Every R-derivation d of order s of P has a unique representation:

(0) d=A(A)*Af,

where

(1) A=(A<m))m(ES＼io) is a sequence of matrices A(m) e/YWn(Z(i?)) such that

Al?>=0 for i=l, 2, ■･■,n,

(2) / is a transitive mapping of order s from p to R.

Proof. (I). Let d^Df(P). We define matrices Aa＼ Al2＼ ･･･ inductively

as follows:

■rt-pq―al＼J2/Jpq>
and

Alp1S+1)= diXA(Ew)pq for l^m<s,

where

d<m)=(LAa＼ 1]* ■･･*[A , ni])~Hd .

Put 8=(8m)meS, where do=idP and om=d( } for m^l. Let J=(A(m))roeSv[01 and

let f=(fm)mes be the sequence of mappings from p to R defined by

fm(p, q)=dm(E≫%q

for all meS, ppq.

We show that A and / satisfy conditions (0),(1) and (2) of this theorem.

Ohs^rvp firstthat
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a) d{km)=dik) for any k^m,

b) d is an -/^-derivationof order s of P,

c) d=A(A)*d.

Now we prove that

d) <5OT(£5(%5=0 for m£S＼{0} and pi-q.

In fact, for m = l we have

= -VA , mE^pt+dAEM)^

= -{AwEm-E^Aw)pq+A^q

and, if m>l then

um＼1-'Jpq um V-1 Ĵpq

i+j=m

/m-1 ＼

237

= -{Aim)Eqq-E^Aim))pq-＼-Ap^

. A<m)_i_A(m)_n

Using b), d),a) and Lemma 5.1 we have

e) A^> = diSl-1)=dT＼Epp)pp=O for m^2.

Moreover, ^4^=0, since

Apll= d1{E^)pp = dl{E^E^)pp=Ap^Ap'l.

Observe alsothat

f) Am) ^Mn{Z{R))r＼P (by Lemma 2.2),

and

g) / is a transitivemapping of order s from p to R (by b),d) and Lemma

5.2).

It remains to show that

h) B=Af.

If IsP, 77ieS and ppq then

8m(X)pq^dm{^lXijEi%ll
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■■=-Xpq8m(EPq)pq (by d) and Lemma 5.1)

= Xpqfm(P> Q)

=Afm{X)pq, i.e, d^-Af.

(II). Suppose that

A(A)*Af=A(B)*Ag,

where A, f and B, g satisfy conditions (1) and (2).

Then, for pi=q,

A$=(A(A)*AOi(E )pq=(A(B)*Ani(Em)pq=B≪^

So AW=B .

Suppose that AW = B(1),■■■,A(m)=B(m) for some m<s. Then

A(0, ･･･0,A(m+1), A(m+%), ■･･)*A/=([yl(1),1]* ･･■*[A(m＼ m])-1*A(.4)*A/

=([5(1>, 1]* ･･･*LB(m), 77?])"1*A(B)*AS

=A(0, ･･･,0, B(m+J＼ B<m , ■■■)*Ag,

hence

AP +≫=(A(Q, -, 0, A(m+1＼ A<m+*＼ -)*A/)m+i(£M),<

=(A(0, -, 0, B(m+1＼ Bim+2), ■■■)*Ag)m+1(Ew)pq

= BP +1) for p±q,

and hence

Therefore, by induction, A=B.

Further we have

Af=A(A)'1*(A(A)*Af)

=A(By1*(A(B)*Ag)'-=As

hence, by Proposition 3.7, we obtain that f=g. This completes the proof.

6. Corollaries to Theorem 5.3.

Let S' be a segment of N such that 5CIS' and let s/=sup(S/)^c°. We say

that a transitivemapping /e TMs(p, R) is s'-integrableif there exists a transitive

mapping f'<=TMs{p, R) such that fm=fm for all m^S.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3 we have
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Corollary 6.1. The following conditionsare equivalent:

(1) Every R-derivation of order s of P is s'-integrable,

(2) Every transitivemapping of order s from p to R is s'-integrable
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If U is an ideal in P, then U={_Uij'], where Utj are ideals of R for any i,j

(see [7] Lemma 2.1). Therefore from Theorem 5.3 we get

Corollary 6.2. // d^D?(P) and U is an ideal in P then dm{U)QU for all

m e S.

Observe also that from Theorem 5.3 follows

Corollary 6.3. // d^Df(P) and C is the center of P, then dm(C)=0 for ah

mt=S＼{0}.

Denote by I(P) the set of all matrices A(eP such that App―0 for all^e/n.

It is easy to verify the following two lemmas.

Lemma 6.4. The folowing conditions are equivalent:

(1) I(P) is an ideal in P,

(2) I(P) is a left-idealin P,

(3) I(P) is a right-idealin P,

(4) AB^I(P) for all A, Bg/(P),

(5) AB-BAgI(P) for all A, Be/(P),

(6) AB-BA^I(P) for all A<=I(P), BeP,

(7) The relation p is partial order.

Lemma 6.5 The following:two conditions are eauivalent:

(1)

(2)

AB=O for all A, Be/(P),

There do not exist three differentelements a, b, ce/n such that aabpc

Combining Lemma 6.4 with Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 3.2(1) we obtain

Corollary 6.6. Let deZ)f(P). // the relation p is a partial order then

dm(P)Ql(P) for all meS＼{OI.

We end this section with

Corollary 6.7. Assume that there do not exist three different elements

a, b, cGln such that apboc. Let d=(dm)meS be a sequence of mappings from P to
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P such thot do=idP.

Then d is an R-derivation of order s of P if and only if every mapping dm

{for ?7tGvS＼{0})is an usual R-derivation of P.

Proof. If d^Df(P) then, by Corollary 6.6 and Lemma 6.5, di(A)dj(B)=Q

for z>0 or j>0 and any A, Be P. Therefore dm(AB)=Adm{B)+dm(A)B, for

any m^S＼{0} and A, B<=P. Conversely, if any dm is an usual i?-derivation of

P then, by Corollary 6.6, dm(A)Ql(P) for any AgP, hence, by Lemma 6.5,

dt(A)dj(B)-0 for any A, B^P and z>0 or ;>0. Therefore

dm(AB)=Adm(B)+dn(A)B

= S dt(A)dj(B), i.e. deD*(P).

7. Integrable i?-derivations.

Let Sf be a segment of N such that SdS' and let s'^supCS')^00-

In the sequel we shall study s'-integrable./^-derivationsof order s of P.

In this section, we give some examples of such i?-derivations and we show

that in general there are non-integrable ^-derivations.

Notice firstthat, by Corllary 6.1, we may reduce our investigations and to

study only s'-integrable transitive mappings of order s from p to R.

Observe also, that it sufficesto consider the case where p is a partialorder.

It follows from the following

Lemma 7.1. The following conditionsare equivalent:

(1) Every transitivemapping of order s from p to R is s'-integrable,

(2) Every transitive mapping of order s from p' to R is s'-integrable

Proof. Denote by W some fixedset of representativesof the cosets with

respectto~.

(1)=X2). Let g^TMs(p', R). Consider the sequence/=(/TO)meS of mappings

from p to Z{R) definedby fm(x, y)=gm([x], [;y]) for all jikeS and xpy. If

xpypz then [_x~]p'[_y~＼p'[_z~]and we have

fm(x, Z)=gm(lx'],M)

S gt(Lx] LyDgjilyl M)

for all m-ES. Therefore f^TMs(p, R), and, by (1), there exists f'^TMs>{p, R)
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such that f'm･―fm for all raeS
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Putg{(M, [6])=/I(fl, b) for /eS' and a, b^W.

Then g/=(gi)fes' is a transitive mapping of order s' from o' to R. Indeed, if

＼jOL]p'[b~＼p'[_c],then apbpc and we have

^(M, [c])=/{(a, c)

v+q=i

- 2 g'p<la＼lb1)g'q(Lbl,M) for all igS'.
p+q=i

Moreover, if raeS, [_a~]p'[b~]then

g'm&a], lb-})=ffm(a,b)=fm{a, b)=gm([a], M),

i.e.g'm=gm for all ?/ieS.

(2H(1). Let f(ETM,(p, R). We define the element g<=TMt(p', R) by

£m(M, [W)=/m(a, &),

where m^S and a, 6 e FT.

Let g' be such an element in TM,-(p', R) that g'm=gm for all 7>zeS. We

shall construct (by induction) a sequence f'^TMs-(p, R) such that

(i)

and

(ii)

f'm=fm for all meS,

fla, b)=g'&a＼ [&]) for all a, b<=W and feeS'.

If ^s then we put ft=ft-

Now let s5^<s' and assuume that (/£,f[, ･･･,f't)^TMt{p, R) and the map-

pings f'o,f[, ･■･,ft satisfy the condition (ii). If xpy then we put

f't+i(x, y) = e't+1(la＼ M)

S/{(x, a)f't+i-t(a,y)

-S/Ky
i=l

b)f't+i-i(b, y)

1=1

where a, b are elements of W such that *~a, 3>~6. Lemma 3.2 Implies that

fUx(a, b)=gUi(Lal [6]) for a, b^W.

It remains to show that
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f't+i(x,z)-f't+i(x,y)-fl+1(y, z)= S/JU, y)f't+i-t(y,2)

for xpypz.

For this purpose we introduce the following notices:

t
Ui, x%, x3)= S/≪(*i, x2)ft+i-i(x2, xs) for xipx2pxs,

A{Xj, Xz, Xg, Xa)―＼Xz, X%> Xi)~＼Xif Xz, X,i)

+(*!, x2, Xi)―{xu x2, xs) for Xypx^pXzpXi

Observe that

(lii) A(xly x2, xs, x4)=0.

In fact,

A(Xi, Xz, X3, Xa)-―

4-

XX/iUl, X3) ― f'i(xs, Xs))f't +1-i(xs, Xt)

4=1

i=l

― 2/p(*l, Xa)f'q(x2, Xt)fr(Xs, Xi)

t

~＼~2jfi＼X＼, Xzlj t+i-i＼Xs, X4)
i=l

+ S/pUi, Xz)f'q(Xz, Xa)f'r(x3, Xt)

=0.

Observe also that if a, b, c are such elements of W that apbpc then, by (ii),

we have

(iv) gUAW, icD-gUi&al, [&])-g;+1([H [c])=(fl, b, c).

In fact,since g'^TMs-(p', R) we have

gUAM, [c])-^+1([a], m)-gUi(Lbl, M)

= .S^([a], CW)gI+,-*(CW,W)

= S/i(a, h)f't+1-i{b,c)

=(a, b, c).

Now, let xpypz and let a, b, c be such elements of W that a~x, fo~3>,c^z

Then, by (iii),(Iv) and by the fact thet (3;,y, z)=0 (Lemma 3.2) we obtain
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f't+i(x,z)―f't+1(x, y)―f't+i(y, z)

-―(a,b, c)

+(x, a, z) ―{z, c, z)-＼-{a,c, z)

―{x, a, y)+(y, b, y)―(a, b, y)

―{y, b, z) + (z, c, z)--(b, c, z)

={{a, y, z)―(x, y, z) + (x, a, z)―(x, a, y))

―{{b, c, z)―(a, c, z)-＼-(a,b, z)―{a, b, c))

+((b, y, z)-(a, y, z) + {a, b, z)-(a, b, y))

~{(b, y, z)-(y, y, z)+{y, b, z)-(y, b, y))

+(x, y, z) ―{y, y, z)
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=A(x, a, y, z)―A{a, b, c, z)+ A(a, b, y, z)―A(y, b, y, z)

+(x, y, z)―{y, y, z)

=(x, y, z)―(y, y, z)

=(x, y, z).

This completes the proof.

Example 7.2. Let P be such as in Example 4.3. Since Df(P)=IDf(P) then

every i?-derivation of order s of P is s'-integrable(for any s').

Example 7.3. Let P=Mt(R), where

p

1 ->

1

3

I

4< 2

There exist i?-derivationsof order s of P which are not inner ([7]). But,

Corollary 6.1 and Example 3.5,every j?~derivationof order s of P is s'~integra

for any s'^oo (see also Corollary 6.7).

Example 7.4. Consider the following relation p on the set I17
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4 c
0

3
0

, 2
<

°
1

|NO 0/ ＼0 Q/f 7*

0*7 0 8 0 X X

0/ ＼P 0/ ＼0 /

＼o o/tNo g/ ＼i o/-

0 11 0 12 1 13 0

Q/ no Q/ ＼i 0/ ＼o

e<
0

＼ / 1 ^^ 0 ＼,.

f /＼ yt＼^ ^

1 V 1 16 0 17

A

0

/ 0/ ＼0 0/ ＼0

.SO Y °
3^

°
'

(see [7] Section 5).

Let R=Z2 and let fx: p~>Z2 be the usual transitive mapping from p to Z2

defined by the numbers at the arrows (for example /i(14,1)=1, /i(10,2)=0).

Let fo(a,b)=l for all apb. Then /=(/0, /i)is a transitivemapping of order

1 from p to Z2. We show that / is not 2-integrable. Suppose that there exists

/2: p-^Zz such that

fla, c)=f%(a, b)+ft(b, c)+Ma, b)Ub, c),

for any apbpc.

Denote fz{a, b) by (a, b). Then we have

1=/1(14,1)/1(1,6)

=(14,6)+(14,l)+d,6)

= [(14,12)+(10,12)+(10, l)+ d, 2)+(3,2)+(3,4)+(5,4)+ (5,6)]

+ [(1,2)+(3,2)+(3,4)+(5,4)+(5,6)+(l, 6)+(10, l)+(10,12) + (14,12)]-I'1,6)

=o:

The above example and Corollary 6.1 show that there exist non-integ/able R-

derivations of P.

8. A necessary condition for s'-integrability.

Let r=r(p)=(I'n, p') be the graph of the relation p (see Section 2), and

f&TM,(p', R).

If a, b, c are such elements in I'n that ap'bp'c then by t(a,b, c) we denote

the element (a, c)―(a,b)―{b,c) of CX(F), and by fm+1(a, b, c), for m^S, we

denote the element

m
2 fi(a, b)fn+1-i(b,c)
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of Z(R).

For example:

/i(a, b, c)=0,

/8(a, 6, c)=/x(a, 6)/2(6, c)+/2(a, 6)^(6, c)

Consider the following equality (in the group Ci(F)):

(*)
k

2 ztt(at, bh c≫)=0

2= 1
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where k^N, zu ･■■,zk^Z and ciip'bip'Cifor i=l, 2,■■■,k.

Definition 8.1. Let sOo. We say that F is an s-graph over R if for any

transitive mapping / of order s from p' to R and for any equality of the form

(*) holds

k
J]Zifs+1(ai}bu Ci)=0.

For example, F is a 1-graph over R if for every usual transitive mapping

<p:p'-±Z{R) and for every equality (*) holds

k
2 Zi(p{ahbi)<p(bi,Ci)=0,

and F is a 2-graph over R if for every f={f0, fi, f^^-TM^p', R) and for every

equality (*) holds

iztifiiau
bt)Mh, Ci)+Uat, bi)f1(bi,ct))=0.

i=o

In Section 9 we prove that every graph F is a 1-graph and is a 2-graph over

an arbitrary ring R.

Example 8.2. Let

4

/>=
/ 2

＼

We show that i~==(/4,p) Is an s-graph over an arbitrary ring R, for any seAr.

Observe, that for F we have only one equality of the form (*). Namely,

[(1,4)-(l, 2)-(2,4)]-r(l, 3)-(l, 2)-(2,3)1
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+ [(2,4)-(2,3)-(3,4)]-[(l, 4)-(l, 3)-(3,4)]=0,

i.e. t(l,2,4)-f(l, 2,3)+*(2, 3,4)-*(l, 3,4)=0 .

If sgtV, f^TM,(p, R), then we have

/,+1(l, 2,4)-/,+1(l, 2,3)+/,+1(2,3,4)-/,+1(l, 3,4)

= S [/*d, 2)/,+1_*(2,4)-/t(l, 2)/,+1_,(2,3)
fe―1

+/*(2,3)/,+1_t(3,4)-/*(l,3)/,+]_*(3,4)]

= 2/*(l,2)(/.+1_4(3,4)+ 2

-S(/*d,2) +
k=i＼

p+q-S~k+lpil.qil

/,(3,4)/,(2f3))

S /Pd,2)/g(2,3))/,+i-*(3,4)=0.
p+q=k

pal. ?ai

Now we prove a necessary condition for any ^-derivation of order s of P to

be (s + l)-integrable.

Proposition 8.3. Let P=Mn(R)p. If every R-derivation of order s of Pis

(s+V)-integrable then F=F(p) is an s-graph.

Proof. Consider in C^F) the equality of the form (*) and let f^TMs(p＼ R).

There exists,by Corollary 6.1 and Lemma 7.1,a transitive mapping f &TMs+1{p',

R) such that f'n=fm for all m=0, 1, ･･･,s. Observe that, for i=l, 2, ･･･,k,

we have

fs+i(ai,cO―/J+i(a,,bi)―f',+1(bt,Ci)=ft+1(at,bit ct).

Let <p:C^D-^ZiR) be the group homomorphism defined (for free generators) by

<p{a,b)=ft+i(a, b).

Then we have

S ztfs+i(at, bi, ct)
i=i

= 2^i(/i+i(a<, Ci)―fUi(a.u bi)―f't+i(bt,ct))

k
^Ziipicii, bi)―(p{au bi)―(p{bi,cf))

=<p(£zit(ai, hi, Ci))

=?>(0)

. A
This completes the proof.

We obtain some examples of s-graphs by the following
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Lemma 8.4. // //2(iri)=0then T is an s-grafih over R for any natural s.
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Proof. Suppose that in C^F) the equality (*) holds, and let f<=TMs{p', R).

We must to show that 2 Zifs+iia-hbif C;)=0.

Consider the group homomorphism <p:C2(.F)-j>-Rdefined for free-generators

by (p(a,b, c, )=fs+1(a, b, c). Since 2 Zi{a,ubifCf)eKer32 and Kerd2=lmd3 (see

Section 2) then

k
2

Zi{au bu Ci)= HujKxj, ys, wj)―(xjf yj, tj)+ (xJf wjt tj)―(yj, wJt tj)1

for some ux, ･･･, uteZ and Xjp''yjp'wjp'tj, j=l, 2, ■■■, I

Therefore, by Example 8.2, we have

k _ / k ＼
TiZifs+iidi, bit Ci)=p(2zi(fli, bt, Ci)J

t
= 3}uj[fa+i(Xj, yjt Wj)~fs+1(Xj, yjy tj)

+f≫+i(Xj, wJt tj)―ft+1(yJt wj, tj)']

i
― JZujO―Q. This completes the proof.

.7=1

Remark 8.5. The necessary condition for any i?-derivation of order s of P

to be (s+l)-integrable given in Proposition 8.3 is not sufficient. For example,

let F be such as in Example 7.4. Then F is one-dimensional triangulation of

the projective plane, and therefore H%{F)―Q (see [3]). So, by Lemma 8.4, F is

a 1-graph over Z2. But, by Example 7.4, there exists an i?-derivation d of

order 1 of P―Mn{R)p (where R=Z2) such that d is not 2-integrable.

Theorem 8.6. Let P be a specialsubring of Mn(R) with the relationp, and

let F=F(p) and s<s/^oo. // H2(F)―0 and H^F) is a free abelian group then

every R-derivation of order s of P is s'-integrable.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 6.1 and Lemma 7.1 that it is sufficientto

prove that every transitive mapping of order s from p' to R is (s+ l)-integrable.

Let f^TMs(p',R) and consider a group homomorphism o: Im dz->Z(R)

defined (for generators) by (p{d2{a,b, c))= ―fs+1(a,b, c). Observe that,by Lemma

8.4,<pis a well defined mapping. Since H^F) is free then <p we can extend to

a group homomorphism <pf:Ker dx―>Z(R). Further, by [7] Lemma 5.5, we can

extend (pf to a group homomorphism <p":C1(r')->Z(i?). Put f s+1{a,b)―(p"{a,b)

for all ap'b. We show that, for any ap'bp'c, holds
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In fact
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fs+i(a, c)= 2 fi(a, b)fj(b, c)

~fs+i(a,b) + ft+i(b, c)+
±fi(a,

b)fs+l-i(b, c)
i -■1

/≪+i(a, b)―fi+i(a, b)-fs+1(b, c)

=(p"(a, c)―tp"{a, b)―(p"{b, c

= -<p"(Ua, b, c))

= ―(p-(d2(a,b, c))

=fs+i(a, b, c)

= S/,;(a, b)f,+,-i(b, C)

Therefore (1, fu ■■■, fs, fs+1) Is a transitive mapping of order (s + 1) from p' to

R, I.e. / Is (s-H)-integrable. This completes the proof.

9. s-graphs.

In this section, using some additional properties of s-graphs, we describe

(for fixed s<s') a new class of special subrings of Mn(R) in which every R-

derivation of order s is s'-integrable.

Let jT―(/n,p') be the graph of the relation p and let W(F)=Z[_X(aib) icip'b']

be the ring of polynomials over Z in commuting indeterminates, one for each

pair (a, b), where ap'b, Denote by T{T) the ring W(T)/I(T), where I(T) is

the Ideal in W{T) generated by all elements of the form

X(.a,c)'3i(a,b) X(b,c)

for ap'bp'c.

Moreover, denote by <a, b} the coset of the element Xia_b) in T(T).

The following lemma plays a basic role in our further considerations.

Lemma 9.1. Let n be a power of a prime number p. If in the proup C＼{F)

holds the equality of the form (*), then in the ring T(F) the following equality

holds

S^nS(l//>)(n)<a*' 6<>'<6<> Ci>n-J=O
1-1 3=1 ＼] /

(*)

Proof. Observe that the equality (#) Is equivalent to an equality of the form

S(aJ, c{)+S((a?, b'j)+(b'j,c'j))
1=1 .7=1
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= £(<*?, cfj)+±((a'ir bd + (b'i,c't))

3=1 i=i
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where a'ip'b'ip'c'i,a"p'b"prc" for some integers u, v andi― 1, ･･･, u, j=l, ■■･,v

Hence it suffices to prove that, in the ring T(D, we have

(***) 2 "Sd/^^Val, ≪>*<≪, c{>≫"*
i=ik=i ＼k/

= ±n±la/P)(nh)<a% b'j>k<bl c)Y-k

Let a, B : Cx(F)―>W(r) be the group homomorphisms defined,for free generators,

as follows:

a(a, b)=X(a,b)

and

B{a, b)=X?a.bi.

Further we denote Xia,b) by (a, b) (for all ap'b).

Applying a to the equality (**) we obtain the equality(**)in the ring W{T).

Applying B to the equality (**) we obtain the following equality in W(F):

(1)
u

S(

i = l

Let

and

c'j)n+ S((fll, M)B+(M, c{)n)

Ai―(ai, c'i),

CjMa'j.c'j),

Dj=(a'j, b'j)+W, c'j)

for z = l, 2, ■■■,u

for j 1. 2 V

Rise both sides of the equality (**) in W(F) to the n-th power and apply (1).

Then we have

(2)

■a n~l

s

t-1

2
rn

= 2 {ii,-,iu){AV--A^

k){a
j, Of) [Oj, C

-B^-Btul

-i- y (i ... 7'＼rr)h ... }Vv―rh ... rJv~＼
i Zj ＼Jl) , Jv)LUl 1JV <^1 ^B J

n＼n -k
j 1

n~1 / U ＼ P / '" ＼k / v ＼n-k / u ＼ k / o ＼u-k~＼
+ fi(*)fe^)feD')

-feB')(£c') -
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where (iu ■■･,iu), (i＼,■■■jv) are Newton symbols, i.e.

(n,, ■■･, nk) =
(n!+-+nt)!

nil ■■■nk!
for integers ny, ■■■,nA^0.

Since n is a power of a prime number p then every Newton symbol in the

equality (2) is divisible by p, and therefore, since W(F) is a ring with no Z-

torsion, we can divide both sides of the equality (2) by p. We obtain the new

equality in W{F), we denote it by (3).

Observe, that the right side of the equality (3) is an element of the ideal

I(F). Therefore, in the ring T(F), we have the equality (***). This completes

the proof.

As a consequence of Lemma 9.1 we obtain

THEOREM 9.2. Every graph F is a 1-graph over an arbitrary ring R.

Observe, that this theorem is obvious if R is a 2-torsion-freering. In fact.

Let fx: pf->Z(R) be an usual transitive mapping and suppose that ;in Ci(F) the

equality of the form (*) holds. Consider the group homomorphism o : C^/1)―

Z(R) such that c(a, b)=fi(a, hf, for all ap'b. Then we have

2
k

2 Zif^cii, bi)fi(bif Ci)

=
hziKMau

bJ+Ubu CiW-fKau bt)-fl(.bu cj]

k
J}Zi[(p(ai, Ci)―(p(at, bi)―<p(bi,cf)]

(pill^tKau hi, cSj

=?>(0)

=0.

Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let fe.TMx(pf, R) and suppose that in C^F) the

equality of the form (*) holds. Let h :W(JT)-*Z{R) be the ring homomorphism

such that h(X(a,b))=fi(a, b) for all ap'b. Since fx is an usual transitivemapping

then h induces a ring homomorphism h : T{F)->Z{R) such that h((a, 6≫=/i(fl, b).

From Lemma 9.1, for n=2, we have

k
2 Zifiiau bi)fx(bi, ct)

=/i(0)―0. This completes the proof.
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Lemma 9.3. // in C^F) the equality (*) holds then in the ring T[T) we have

k
J^Ziiat, btXbu CiX.au cty=O.

Proof. From Lemma 9.1, for n=3, we get

0= Szt≪
1=1

au bi)＼bi,Ci>+ <ai, bMbu ctY)

hzi<au
biXbi, CiX<au bi>-＼-<bt,c<≫

k

Theorem 9.4. Every graph F is a 2-graph over an arbitrary ring R.

Proof. Let f^TMt{p', R) and suppose that in CX{F) holds (*). Consider

the group homomorphism <p:C1(F)-->Z(R) such that

(p(a, b)=f1(a, b)f2(a, b)

for all ap'b.

Then we have

0=^(0)

k
= ^Zi(<p(ai, Ci)―<p(at,bi)―<p{bi,ct))

= S^[(/a(fli, W+/i(6i, cMft(au bi)+Mbt, ct)
i=l

+/i(fli,6i)A(6i, cM-Uau bi)Ubu d)-]

k
= S^iE/sCai, bjf^bu cj+fiitii, bi)f^bi, c<)]

k

Since, by Lemma 9.3,

then

ft
S Zifii.au b^fAbi, cdf^di, ct)=0

S^[/8(ao W/i(/>z, c^ + ZiCa,, bi)f2(bi, Ci)]=0
i=l

This completes the proof.

Using a similarmethod we can prove the following
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Theorem 9.5. Let F be a graph and R be.a ring.

a) // R is 2-torsion-freethen F is a 3-graph over R

b) F is a A-graph over R,

c) // R is 6-torsion-free then F is a 5-graph over R

d) F is a 6-graph.

Using the above theorems and arguments from the proofof Theorem 8.6we

obtain

Theorrem 9.6. Let P be a specialsubring of Mn(R) with the relation p.

Assume that the homology group H{F{p)) is free abelian. Then

(1) Every R-derivation of order s<3 of P is 3-integrable.

(2) // R is 2-torsion-free then every R-derivation of order s<5 of P is 5-

integrable.

(3) // R is 3l-torsion-freethen every R-derivation of order s<7 of P is 7-

integrable.

We end this paper with the following open problems:

1). Let r=(In, p) be a fixed graph (i.e.p is a partial ordering relation on

/,) and let s<s'. Suppose that for every R any /?-derivatIonof order s of

Mn(R)p is s'-integrable. Is H^F) a free group?

2). Find numbers n, s, a ring R, and a partial order p on /, such that the

graph r=(In, p) is not s-graph over R.

3). Is every graph a 3-graph over an arbitrary ring?
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